We consider Maxwell and Yang-Mills (YM) fields together, interacting through gravity both in Einstein and Gauss-Bonnet (GB) theories. The combined effect modifies the features for dimensions N≥5, with Maxwell term dominating over YM, or vice versa, depending on the asymptotic conditions. For N=3 and N=4, where the GB term is absent, we recover the well-known Bañados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) and Reissner-Nordstrom metrics, respectively.
We introduce Maxwell field together with Yang-Mills(YM) field in general relativity and present black hole solutions to it in any dimension. These two types of fields are coupled through gravity and to our knowledge they have not been studied together in a common geometry, Historically, starting with the Reissner-Nordstrom metric its higher dimensional extensions as EinsteinMaxwell(EM) black holes are well-known by now. Similarly Einstein-YangMills(EYM) black holes in higher dimensions have also attracted attention in more recent works [1, 2, 3] . In the first part of this Brief Report we combine these two separate problems under a common title of Einstein-Maxwell-YangMills(EMYM) black holes. In the second part we extend our work from the Einstein's gravity to the GB theory. The action which describes Einstein-MaxwellYang-Mills gravity with a cosmological constant in N dimensions reads
Here, R is the Ricci Scalar while the YM and Maxwell fields are defined respec-tively by
(b)(c) stands for the structure constants of
parameter Lie group G and σ is a coupling constant. A (a) µ are the SO(N − 1)gauge group YM potentials while A µ represents the usual Maxwell potential. We note that the internal indices {a, b, c, ...} do not differ whether in covariant or contravariant form. Variation of the action with respect to the space-time metric g µν yields the field equations
where the stress-energy tensor is the superposition of the Maxwell and YM parts, namely
Variation with respect to the gauge potentials A 
in which * means duality [4] . The N-dimensional spherically symmetric line element is chosen as
in which the S N −2 line element will be expressed in the standard spherical form
where
For the YM field we employ the magnetic Wu-Yang Ansatz [3, 5, 6 ] where the potential 1-forms are expressed by
The Maxwell potential 1-form is chosen as
for the electric charge q .The following section will be devoted to the EMYM equations (i.e. Eq. (3)) and their solutions for all dimensionalities N > 2. In the last section we add GB theory (for N ≥ 5) into our formalism and find new combined solutions
EMYM solution for N≥ 6
The basic field equation that incorporates all relevant expressions is given by
where f ′ ≡ df dr ,which admits the integral
for the constant of integration m as the mass parameter. It is observed that this solution is not valid for N = 5 and N = 3, for these particular cases therefore different solutions will be found. It is valid, however, for N ≥ 6, which implies that the signs of Maxwell and YM terms are opposite. This may have interesting consequences pertaining to the confinement of a system that possesses both type of charges. Asymptotically if we express
where Φ (r) stands for the Newtonian-like potential, which we identify as
We can define the active force through F = −∇Φ, which yields
The signs of the Maxwell and YM terms reveal that while the former is repulsive the latter becomes attractive. One can easily show that for r → ∞ the YM term dominates (let Λ = 0), namely
For r → 0 + we have the opposite case,
which may be interpreted as an "asymptotic independence " from one type of charge (or the other )in different limits. For the mini black holes this has the striking effect that the Hawking temperature depends only on the electric charge.
The case N=5
The master equation (11) admits for N = 5, the solution
which involves an unusual logarithmic term. The corresponding Newtonian-like YM force term in this case has the form
which implies that it is attractive (repulsive) for r > √ e (r < √ e).The Maxwell term remains always repulsive. We notice also that for r → ∞ (for Λ = 0) the YM term dominates over the Maxwell
In the limit r → 0 + , on the other hand we obtain
which is in confirm with the behavior (17) for N≥ 6.
The case N=4
In 4-dimensional case the solution for the metric function f (r) is given by
in which both the Maxwell and YM charges have similar feature and the metric is the well-known Reissner-Nordsterm-de-Sitter. Extremal YM black hole for instance, follows in analogy with the 4-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Both charges act repulsively against the attractive property of mass.
The case N=3
In 3-dimensional space time we adopt the Maxwell potential 1-form [7] A = q ln (r) dt
(q = electric charge)
and introduce the YM gauge potential 1-forms accordingly as
which satisfy the Maxwell and YM equations, respectively. The EMYM equation for f (r) is given by
which is readily integrated as
and the line element is
In analogy with the N = 4 case the squared charges are simply superposed, and the metric is still the BTZ metric. It is observed that for q = 0 = Q the same (BTZ) metric describes an EYM black hole in 3-dimensions. Addition of rotation to the metric, which is beyond our scape here, may add new features to differ for the Maxwell and YM fields.
EMYM Black Holes in GB Gravity
The new action is modified now as
where the new term L GB = R µναβ R µναβ − 4R αβ R αβ + R 2 is the GB Lagrangian with the constant GB parameter α. The Maxwell and YM Ansatz are chosen as in the previous section. The EMYMGB equation that helps us determine f (r) is given by
Solution for f (r) follows as
in which ∼ α = (N − 3) (N − 4) α and m is a constant of integration to represent mass. In the limit α → 0 the expression for f (r) reduces to the ones in the previous section , as it should. For Q = 0 our result reduces to the one known before for the EMGB theory [8] . Similarly for q = 0 we recover the results we obtained previously [9, 10, 11 ] .For N ≥ 6 it can easily be seen that the Maxwell and YM terms have opposite signs.
For the case N = 5, on the other hand, the range of r determines the sign of YM term. Although the ± signs determine the role of both terms we prefer the choice (−) under which in the limit α → 0 we recover the EMYM black holes. In conclusion, by studying the Maxwell and YM fields together we see that these fields compete for dominance in dimensions N ≥ 5 .We observe on the other hand that in lower dimensions (N = 3, 4) their roles remain indistinguishable. The asymptotic solutions reveal that the physical results are independent from one charge or the other. It is our belief that this may be helpful in understanding the problem of confinement (i.e., accretion, collapse) versus the electric and YM charges.
